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Use of automated external defibrillator by first responders in out of hospital cardiac arrest: prospective controlled trial

Anouk P van Alem, Rob H Vrenken, Rien de Vos, Jan G P Tijssen, Rudolph W Koster

Abstract

Objective To test the hypothesis that the use of an automated external defibrillator by police and fire fighters results in higher discharge rates for out of hospital cardiac arrest.

Design Controlled clinical trial with initial random allocation of automated external defibrillators to first responders in four of the eight participating regions; each region switched from control to experimental, and vice versa, every four months.

Setting Amsterdam and surroundings, the Netherlands.

Participants Patients with witnessed out of hospital cardiac arrests, identified by the emergency medical system between January 2000 and January 2002.

Main outcomes measures Survival to hospital discharge; return of spontaneous circulation; admission to hospital.

Results 243 patients (65% in ventricular fibrillation) were included in the experimental area and 226 patients (67% in ventricular fibrillation) in the control area. The median time interval between collapse and first shock was 668 seconds in the experimental area and 769 seconds in the control area (P < 0.001). 44 (18%) patients in the experimental area versus 33 (15%) patients in the control area were discharged (odds ratio 1.3 (95% confidence interval 0.8 to 2.2), P = 0.33), 139 (57%) experimental versus 108 (48%) control patients had return of spontaneous circulation (1.5 (1.0 to 2.2), P = 0.05), and 103 (42%) experimental versus 74 (33%) control patients were admitted (1.5 (1.1 to 1.6), P = 0.02). The median delay from receipt of call to dispatch of the ambulance was 120 seconds, and the delay to dispatch of the first responder was 180 seconds.

Conclusions Use of automated external defibrillators by first responders did not significantly increase survival to discharge from hospital, although it did improve return of spontaneous circulation and admission to hospital. Improved dispatch procedures should increase the success of programmes of first responders using external defibrillators.

Introduction

Automated external defibrillators (AEDs) are computerised devices that are reliable and simple to operate, enabling trained lay rescuers to perform defibrillation as a key element in resuscitation effort.4,5 Initial uncontrolled reports showed that police officers used the AED skilfully and successfully.5,6 Two recent studies of dispatched police suggested improved survival from out of hospital cardiac arrest.7,8 The 2000 guidelines for cardiopulmonary resuscitation and emergency cardiovascular care consider use of the AED to be a class IIa recommendation for level one responders such as police and fire fighters if the emergency medical system cannot achieve a first shock within five minutes of the call.1 A class IIa recommendation indicates that the weight of evidence or opinion is in favour of usefulness, efficacy, or both. No prospective randomised controlled clinical trial has been done to test the benefit of the use of AEDs by dispatched first responders.

We did a controlled clinical trial with systematic allocation of AEDs. This allowed us to test the hypothesis that introduction of AEDs used by dispatched first responders in a standard emergency medical system will result in higher discharge rates for out of hospital cardiac arrest.

Methods

Study design

We designed the study as an open clinical trial, with controlled allocation of AEDs. We included patients with witnessed cardiac arrest in whom resuscitation was attempted. We excluded patients below the age of 18 years, patients with a cardiac arrest of traumatic origin, and patients whose cardiac arrest was witnessed by the emergency medical system. The study area included the city of Amsterdam and a surrounding area with urban and rural parts, including 1.6 million inhabitants and covering 885 km².

Randomisation

We achieved randomisation by systematic allocation of AEDs. We divided the study area into two regions with the fire brigade as first responders and six districts with police as first responders. The experimental area consisted of one fire brigade region and three police districts, equipped with 50 AEDs (LIFEPAK 500 AED, Medtronic Physio-Control, Redmond, WA, USA). The other fire brigade region and police districts served as the control area. Every four months we collected all the AEDs from the experimental area and distributed them in the control area, which then served as the experimental area for the next four months. With this procedure we tried to ensure an even distribution of external characteristics such as population, socioeconomic status, hospitals, response times, and seasons between the two groups. In total, each region served 12 months as the experimental area and 12 months as the control area.

Emergency medical system

When the emergency medical system dispatch centre suspected a cardiac arrest, it dispatched two ambulances and then immediately alerted the police or fire brigade dispatch centre. All ambulances were manned by a nurse or paramedic and a driver, equipped with a manual defibrillator and qualified to perform advanced cardiopulmonary life support. After receiving the call...
from the dispatch centre, the police or fire dispatch centre directed a police patrol car or fire engine to the scene. Immediately thereafter one of our dedicated data collectors (a team of trained fifth year medical students working in shifts covering 24 hours a day) travelled to the scene independently from the emergency medical system or first responders. Neither the firemen nor the police officers had ever responded to medical emergencies before, but they were trained in cardiopulmonary resuscitation. All fire and police districts were adjacent without geographical overlap. Police were dispatched in both experimental and control periods, and the fire brigade was dispatched during experimental periods only.

When first responders reached the scene of the arrest first, in an area serving as experimental area, they would perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation and use the AED. When the ambulance personnel arrived at the scene they would take over the resuscitation and use their manual device. When the ambulance personnel arrived first at the scene, they started the resuscitation and first responders assisted in cardiopulmonary resuscitation if necessary. The protocol for delivery of shocks was 200 J, followed by 200 J, and then 360 J for each shock thereafter as needed for defibrillation.

Training first responders
For the study, 1063 police officers and 586 fire fighters were trained in the use of the AED, and their cardiopulmonary resuscitation skills were refreshed. Officers were trained in pairs in 3.5 hour sessions. Refresher training was conducted at eight months intervals.

Data collection
Data collectors collected the data at the scene. They collected data on the circumstances of the cardiac arrest, the estimated moment of the collapse, witnesses, cardiopulmonary resuscitation by bystanders, sequence of events, and relevant time points by using a standardised method to directly interview all people involved. They downloaded the electrocardiogram and voice recordings from the AED and the electrocardiogram of the manual defibrillator. They corrected deviations of internal clocks by comparison with radio controlled wristwatches. Time of call, dispatching, and arrival on scene of first responders and ambulance personnel were obtained from time corrected dispatch computers. Date of death or discharge was obtained from hospital records.

Endpoints
The primary endpoint of the study was survival to hospital discharge. Secondary endpoints were return of spontaneous circulation and admission to hospital. We analysed all endpoints on an intention to treat basis, irrespective of whether first responders or ambulance personnel performed defibrillation.

Power calculation
The study was powered to show an absolute difference in survival between the two groups of 12% (from 8% to 20%), assuming a decrease in the median time interval from collapse to defibrillation from 11 minutes to six minutes. We assumed that ventricular fibrillation would be the initial rhythm in 60% of patients and that the probability of survival was 33% when the first shock was given in six minutes after collapse or 13% when the first shock was given after 11 minutes. Survival rate in any other rhythm was expected to be 1.8%. We expected cardiopulmonary resuscitation by a bystander to occur in 30-50% of patients. We based all assumptions on previous observations. With \( \alpha = 0.05 \) and \( \beta = 0.05 \), we needed 210 patients per group.

Statistical methods
Time intervals are expressed as medians and interquartile ranges. We tested significance with \( \chi^2 \) statistics for proportions and the Mann-Whitney U test for continuous variables. We accepted significance when a two sided \( P \) value was \(< 0.05\) or confidence intervals did not include unity. We used logistic regression models to analyse the three binary endpoints. In order to match the analyses to the design of the study, we extended the logistic regression models with the generalised estimating equations method. This approach uses weighted combinations of observations to extrapolate the appropriate amount of information from correlated data, and allowed us to take into account any correlation that might arise from factors related to region or period. We used the generalised linear model procedure (proc genmod) in SAS version 8.2 to do this. We used SPSS 10.0 for Apple Macintosh for all other analyses.

![Fig 1 Primary and secondary outcomes according to treatment group, stratified according to initial rhythm. Admission denotes admission to hospital after leaving the emergency room; ROSC=return of spontaneous circulation](image-url)
Between 5 January 2000 and 5 January 2002 905 patients had a suspected cardiac arrest. In 214 patients cardiac arrest was not present at arrival of help, and in 108 patients no resuscitation was attempted. Of the patients in whom resuscitation was attempted, 114 were not witnessed. A total of 469 patients met the criteria for inclusion: 243 patients in the experimental area and 226 patients in the control area. Table 1 shows the characteristics of these two groups. None of the differences was statistically significant, except the time interval between collapse and first shock (P < 0.001).

Figure 1 and table 2 show the results for the primary and secondary endpoints, comparing experimental and control groups. The observed difference in survival could indicate that in a community where first responders are equipped with AEDs, 33 dispatches for a witnessed arrest could result in the added survival to discharge of one patient (number needed to treat).

For four patients in the experimental group and three patients in the control group, the first responders witnessed or encountered the arrest without being dispatched. In the experimental group, three of these four patients survived to discharge. In the control group none of the three patients survived.

Figure 2 shows the cumulative time intervals for the process of call, dispatch, and arrival of the ambulance and first responders. Figure 3 shows the cumulative time intervals between collapse and first shock for the experimental and control groups.

Results

Between 5 January 2000 and 5 January 2002 905 patients had a suspected cardiac arrest. In 214 patients cardiac arrest was not present at arrival of help, and in 108 patients no resuscitation was attempted. Of the patients in whom resuscitation was attempted, 114 were not witnessed. A total of 469 patients met the criteria for inclusion: 243 patients in the experimental area and 226 patients in the control area. Table 1 shows the characteristics of these two groups. None of the differences was statistically significant, except the time interval between collapse and first shock (P < 0.001).

Figure 1 and table 2 show the results for the primary and secondary endpoints, comparing experimental and control groups. The observed difference in survival could indicate that in a community where first responders are equipped with AEDs, 33 dispatches for a witnessed arrest could result in the added survival to discharge of one patient (number needed to treat).

For four patients in the experimental group and three patients in the control group, the first responders witnessed or encountered the arrest without being dispatched. In the experimental group, three of these four patients survived to discharge. In the control group none of the three patients survived.

Figure 2 shows the cumulative time intervals for the process of call, dispatch, and arrival of the ambulance and first responders. Figure 3 shows the cumulative time intervals between collapse and first shock for the experimental and control groups.
Several reasons could explain why our study showed only a modest survival benefit. The study was powered assuming a decrease of five minutes to first shock. The observed decrease in time to first defibrillation was only 101 seconds, which is partly explained by delays in communication between the emergency medical system and first responder dispatch centres. Survival models predict a 10-15% reduction in survival for each minute's delay to defibrillation, in concordance with our observed survival difference. In our study, the time to defibrillation was long, with a median time from collapse to shock of 668 seconds when first responders were equipped with an AED. With this small benefit in time to shock, a modest difference in survival to discharge between the experimental and control groups can be expected. The high percentage of cardiopulmonary resuscitation by bystanders and first responders before the arrival of the ambulance and the possible benefit of cardiopulmonary resuscitation before defibrillation could explain the high survival rate in the control group, thus reducing the power of the study.

The proportion of deaths in hospital was similar in the experimental and control groups, suggesting that a larger study would have given a significant result in the primary endpoint. A controlled study powered for the observed survival difference would need 2400-4000 patients in each group. Such a study will be increasingly difficult to do as public access defibrillation becomes widely available throughout the Western world. The control group would then be contaminated by the off-protocol use of AEDs.

The median time from call to dispatch of the ambulance was two minutes in both groups. Use of a standardised interrogation protocol and computerised number and address recognition in dispatch centres could reduce this delay. Such delays are assumed to be short, but they may be common in dispatch systems and are rarely investigated.

According to the 2000 guidelines for cardiopulmonary resuscitation and emergency cardiovascular care, delivery of the first shock within five minutes of receipt of a call to the emergency medical system is a high priority goal. In the experimental group, 9% of cases met this criterion versus 1% in the control group. In the experimental group, 20% would have had a shock delivered within five minutes of the call if first responders had been dispatched simultaneously with the ambulance.

Limitations

We achieved unbiased allocation of treatment by the systematic allocation of AEDs instead of randomisation by patient. The allocation of AEDs changed from control to experimental area every four months, and we presumed that the allocation of treatment was independent of the characteristics of the patients, thus closely meeting the objectives of true randomisation. With the statistical analysis method we used we tried to account for unmeasured factors related to region and period.

We included only patients with witnessed arrest, because only then could the time of collapse be estimated accurately. Non-witnessed arrest has a very low probability of survival, so the survival as presented overestimates the survival of out of hospital cardiac arrest in general. As the experimental treatment, use of the AED by first responders, could not be blinded, a potential bias existed in decision making and treatment of patients by the ambulance personnel. Not all arrests that occurred during the study period could be included in this study. On the basis of previous data, we estimate that about half of the arrests in the study region were not recognised as such by the dispatcher or the patient was not yet in arrest at the time of the call.
Reducing time to defibrillation improves survival after out of hospital cardiac arrest

This randomised trial could show only modest benefit of defibrillation by first responders

An automated external defibrillator programme must focus on optimising the civic response and the dispatch process

Conclusion
Use of AEDs by first responders did not significantly increase survival to hospital discharge but did significantly improve return to spontaneous circulation and admission to hospital. Much of the potential benefit of dispatched first responders using AEDs was limited by time lost in decision making, incorrect decisions in the emergency medical dispatch centre, and delays in communication between dispatch centres. A dispatched first responder AED programme can achieve optimal benefit only when much attention is devoted to reducing time elements in the first link of the chain of survival, up to the arrival of first responders at the patient’s side.
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Conclusions
Notwithstanding some pessimistic views about the effects of biofeedback interventions for gastrointestinal conditions, biofeedback training seems to be a good treatment for lower gastrointestinal disturbances, especially for pelvic floor dyssynergia. The effects of such training may not be limited to the anorectum and might also be useful in other conditions in which pelvic floor dyssynergia plays a role. However, good quality research in this subject is lacking. Validated scoring systems and quantitative tests are still needed, as well as more uniform and strict criteria for pelvic floor dyssynergia. For good quality studies, we also need improved experimental designs, larger numbers of participants, clearly defined outcome measures, knowledge of the best treatment protocol, and long term follow up. Finally, it remains to be established whether other promising treatments for pelvic floor dyssynergia, whether used alone or in combination with biofeedback, could provide better clinical outcomes.
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Interactive case report
Treating nausea and vomiting during pregnancy

This case was described on 31 January and 7 February (BMJ 2004;328:357). Debate on the management of this case and the n of 1 trial continues on bmj.com (http://bmj.com/cgi/content/full/328/7434/357). On 7 March we will publish the outcome of the case together with commentaries on the issues raised by the management and online discussion from a general practitioner, an obstetrician, a statistician, and an educationalist.


Corrections and clarifications
Use of automated external defibrillator by first responders in out of hospital cardiac arrest: prospective controlled trial
We inadvertently reversed two numbers in figure 1 of this paper by Anouk P van Alem and colleagues (BMJ 2005;332:1312-5). In the experimental group, 82 of the 157 participants in the “initial rhythm shockable” category were admitted to hospital. This represents 52% (not 25% as we stated).

Cognitive behaviour therapy affects brain activity differently from antidepressants
The news team has been a bit slow in adjusting to the new year. In this news article by Sue Mayor (10 January, p 69), the reported study was published in 2004 (not 2005, as we said). The correct reference is Archives of General Psychiatry 2004;61:34-41.

Career Focus
In the article “The way forward for non-standard grade (trust) doctors” by Rhona MacDonald (3 January, p 69), we were wrong to say that Professor Sara Lingam is the “former chairman of the British International Doctors Association”; he is in fact the current chairman of the association’s Hospital Doctors’ Forum. The association has asked us to point out to readers that the views expressed by Professor Lingam were not the views of the association.